
	  

GMAT	  –	  A	  GMAT	  NOT	  an	  Exam	  
	  

This is for all those sincere GMAT aspirants who have been working hard in mastering 

contents of English and Math, but still unable to see the desired outcome.  

Today if you go to Google search to find GMAT material you will find at least 3-4 GB of 
Material – Freely downloadable.   I am sure most of you if NOT all might have gone 
through mountains of those material and spent significant amount of time on the NET 
discussing & mastering the material.   

Also practice lot of tests that are available through various institutes in which you 
manage to 700, 750 or even 800 some times...  but on the D-Day to your utmost 
disappointment you end up seeing some horrible score.  

Let me tell you the reason of this is NOT because you haven’t prepared well on MATH or 
Verbal Concepts BUT because you failed to PLAY the GMAT GAME Better.   

GMAT is NOT a test of Math and English; in fact I don’t even consider GMAT a Test.  We 
consider the GMAT – A GAME, JUST Another Computer GAME.   

Hence I suggest you not to just master math and English, but know the Rules of GMAT 
GAME.  For an instance, in GMAT GAME one must acquire a skill of skipping the 
questions tactfully. This is just like a good bats man doesn’t want to bat every ball that 
comes, but bat only those balls, which will actually help him to secure a run.  

Once you master such Rules of GMAT GAME, you would likely to handle the exam better 
than other wise.   

Hence try to Know More about GMAT Exam by focusing on 10th 11th and 12th Edition 
Official Guides than going through any other material. Further, just take official GMAT 
Prep tests as a practice/Mock tests  

	  

Good Luck  

Kalyan C.  Chamarthi  

GM AT Trainer & M BA Admissions  Consultant 

	  


